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Interconnected activities 

 
 

Project collaboration activities 
 On November 11-12, 2020 YEI representative attended the Knowledge Management and Learning 

Training organized by Helvetas Head Office. The training’s objectives were to 1) familiarize 
participants with key insights into supporting knowledge management, learning and information 
management, 2) build participant capacities on group facilitation especially in a network context and 3) 
provide the foundation for a ‘digitalization’ thematic group.  

 On November 24, 2020 YEI representatives followed a webinar for sharing of experiences on the 
topic: pedagogical processes during COVID-19 (experiences of Estonia). The webinar was organized 
by the project Education for Employment in North Macedonia (E4E@mk) in collaboration with the 
European Training Foundation (ETF). The following areas were discussed: practical organization of 
teaching, organization of distance learning, support for teachers and students, etc. 

 YEI team members participated on the webinar “Good practices and policies on teachers and school 
leaders training in EU” hosted by Network of Education Policy Centers (NEPC). The aim of the 
webinar was to present and discuss the results of the desk research on good practices and policies of 
training of teachers and school leaders in selected EU countries, published in 2019 within the frame of 
the European Education Policy Network (EEPN) project. 

 

Public outreach 
 A promotional video with key points from the event “Recipe for a democratic classroom” was 

developed and published. It includes statements from Civic Education teachers and some of their 
students regarding the ingredients that are needed for a democratic climate in the classroom. 

 The Concept for distance education in primary and secondary education in all three (3) languages 
(MK, ALB and ENG) was published by Ministry of Education and Science and Bureau for 
Development of Education. 

 An interview with Nazihtere Sulejmani, president of the Commission for Interethnic Integration in 
Education (CIIE) at the Ministry of Education and Science was conducted and published. It contains 
more details regarding the systemic changes made for incorporating interethnic integration in 
education as well as details regarding the financial support that MoES now gives to primary and 
secondary schools in the form of grants for implementing activities that advance the interethnic 
integration among students. 

 Infographic on perceptions and activities for interethnic integration in education was designed for the 
needs of the MoES Commission for Interethnic Integration in Education. It contains key data and 
information from the report with findings form the performance measurement plan questionnaire 
regarding the implementation of interethnic integration in education during the 2018/19 school year, 
conducted by the MoES Commission for Interethnic Integration in Education. 

 Series of informational posts about the Concept for Civic Education were published on social media 
(Facebook (1), (2), (3)). 

 The project website and social media platforms were regularly updated with information and news 
about the course of project activities. 

 The project’s excellent cooperation with media outlets resulted in media articles about the project 
activities in schools as well as in local communities. 
 

Monitoring & Evaluation  
 Evaluation questionnaires were filled out by the participants of: 1) the workshop for teachers that 

implement joint curricular classes and 2) the workshop for CivEd secondary school teachers on the 
new Civic Education curriculum Module 3. The feedback from the participants was analyzed 
accordingly and both workshops were rated as successful with an average score over 4, on a scale   
1-5. The participants had a chance to share the most important information/knowledge that they 
acquired at the workshops and give recommendations for future improvements. The evaluation reports 
were shared with the project team in order to be taken into consideration upon future planning of 
capacity-building activities.  

 An ongoing needs assessment survey is being conducted with primary and secondary school teachers 
across the country. The survey includes questions related to teachers’ experiences with teaching, both 
through distance education and face-to-face (with the implementation of all necessary COVID-19 
measures). It’s available in all five languages of instruction: Macedonian, Albanian, Turkish, Serbian 
and Bosnian. By this point, the survey has been completed by over 3200 primary and secondary 
school teachers. 

https://educationpolicynetwork.eu/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7wOfcgWyFY
http://mon.gov.mk/stored/document/Koncept%20za%20dalecinsko%20obrazovanie-design-MK-with%20logos.pdf
http://mon.gov.mk/stored/document/Koncept%20za%20dalecinsko%20obrazovanie%20ALB-design-with%20logos.pdf
http://mon.gov.mk/stored/document/Koncept%20za%20dalecinsko%20obrazovanie-design-ENG-with%20logos.pdf
http://www.mcgo.org.mk/news/interview-with-nazihtere-sulejmani/
https://www.facebook.com/mcgo.mcec.mk/posts/3960546970640624
https://www.facebook.com/mcgo.mcec.mk/posts/3989194184442569
https://www.facebook.com/mcgo.mcec.mk/posts/4000821403279847


 Preparatory activities were conducted for the Idea Fusion Center (IFC), which is meant to bring 
together over twenty (20) primary and secondary school students with the  aim to discuss innovative 
ideas for youth initiatives and be agents of positive changes within their schools/communities. The IFC 
activities with students are planned to be carried out throughout the year 2021.  

 Focus group questionnaires are developed for the assessment of perceptions, opinions and 
experiences of beneficiaries with the YEI activities during 2020. The findings will be reflected in the 
annual M&E report and will be used for advancement of implementation of project activities.  

 The M&E database was updated with information from the capacity building activities that took place 
during this month. This will contribute to prompt access and detailed preview of data for project 
purposes.  

 
 

 

 

 
Strengthening interethnic cohesion activities 

  

Project support to the Ministry of Education and Science Commission for Interethnic Integration in 
Education  (MoES CIIE) 
 The project in partnership with OSCE supports the MoES Commission for Interethnic Integration in 

Education (MoES CIIE) in advancing the implementation of interethnic education activities in schools 
and communities. As a result of this cooperation the following was accomplished: 1) a concept for 
designing an infographic which will contain key findings from the MoES’s Performance Measurement 
Plan (PMP) report for the school year 2018/2019 was developed; and 2) on November 03, 2020 a 
public call was announced on the MoES’s web (http://mon.gov.mk/content/?id=3471) and all primary 
and secondary schools were invited to apply for financial support for implementation of joint student 
activities. This year 95 schools (70 primary and 25 secondary) will be selected and will receive 
financial support as a part of the MoES’s grant giving program. The project team provided support to 
MoES’s CIIE to review and adapt the documents related to their small grants program based on the 
current circumstances.  
Furthermore, the project team and member of MoES CIIE participated in coordination meeting with 
the working group for development of the Intercultural Education (ICE) standards in the education 
system. The goal is to develop intercultural standards for all cycles of primary education. This process 
is implemented in partnership with MCEC’s Pestalozzi Project.  

 

Municipal interethnic integration policies 
 The project team in coordination with the mentors continuously provided mentorship to designated 

municipal officials in developing municipal strategies for IIE and youth engagement. On November 
30, 2020 the project team organized an online working meeting and gathered all mentors that are 
included in the process of developing municipal strategies and policies. The aim of this meeting was 
to discuss the progress of developing the policies at the municipal level, exchange the good practices 
of collaboration and discuss how to address challenges. In municipalities: Gjorce Petrov and Gazi 
Baba members of the Municipal Commissions were engaged in developing the content/structure of 
the document and the action plans, while in municipalities: Negotino, Vinica and Ohrid the Municipal 
Strategies are in the final phase and were submitted to the assigned mentors for final review and 
comments. In municipalities – Bogovinje, Bosilovo, Centar and Staro Nagoricane municipal strategies 
are finalized and submitted to the municipal councils for adoption. Five (5) municipalities – Resen, 
Aerodrom, Saraj, Berovo and recently Cair adopted Strategies for IIE and youth engagement. 
Municipalities Kocani and Tearce are in process of establishing Commissions/Working Groups. 

 

Engaging youth to lead by example 
 The project team in coordination with Youth Educational Forum (YEF) implemented three (3) sets of 

activities that will result in the implementation of Youth Actions in the selected ten (10) municipalities in 
2020, namely: 

 The first set of activities was implemented in the last two (2) out of ten (10) municipalities – 
Kavadaraci and Dolneni. Namely, communication activities with representatives from both 
municipalities were organized in order to present the plan of activities and the overall idea/concept 
for online workshops with students. 

 The second set of activities for identification of youth priorities was implemented in the 
municipalities Tetovo and Sveti Nikole. Students from the selected schools from Municipality of 
Tetovo (i.e. SS “Nikola Shtejn”, SS “8 Septemvri” and SS “Mosha Pijade”) and Municipality of 
Sveti Nikole (i.e. SS “Koco Racin”, PS “Goce Delcev” and PS “Kiril and Metodij”) participated in 
the online workshops. Following, the online questionnaire developed with YEF support was 
disseminated to their peers in order to rank and define the priorities that will lead to Youth Actions.  

 The third set of activities includes the implementation of Youth Actions. To start the 
implementation of this phase, the project firstly met with representatives from the municipalities of 
Struga and Sveti Nikole and organized two (2) online coordination meetings to lay out the 
upcoming steps and the activity of students’ representation before the Mayor or the municipal 
education official. Following, online meetings with students from Probishtip, Struga and Sveti 
Nikole were organized to prepare them for the upcoming meeting with the municipality 

http://mon.gov.mk/content/?id=3471


representatives and the manner of presenting their priorities to the municipality. Finally, online 
representation and advocacy meetings were organized in the previously mentioned municipalities 
(Probishtip, Struga and Sveti Nikole). The students had an opportunity to share information 
regarding the youth actions process, to talk about their impressions and experiences from youth 
workshops and present their ideas, proposals and priorities for improving of the local community in 
front of the municipal education officials. Students were informed and instructed to monitor the 
implementation of their priority and share comments in the online campaign #I contributed in the 
Youth Action. 

 

Curricular activities in schools 
 On November 2, 2020 a workshop to build the capacities of the newly involved as well as teachers-

implementers included previously (MK, ALB, ENG), for implementation of joint curricular classes in 
the academic year 2020/2021 was organized in partnership with OSCE and City of Skopje. The 
workshop was attended by 39 teachers and SIT’s coordinators from the following seven (7) 
secondary schools (Boro Petrushevski, Arseni Jovkov, Zdravko Cvetkovski, Brakja Miladinovci, 
Dimitar Vlahov, Vlado Tasevski and Josip Broz Tito). The involved teachers had an opportunity to 
acquire knowledge and skills for planning and implementation of joint curricular classes with students 
from different languages of instruction, using online tools. Following the training, teacher-
implementers completed an online evaluation form and rated the training as very useful. Furthermore, 
teachers noted the need for mentorship by advisors and the need for support and capacity building 
for realization of joint curricular classes by the project.  

 Joint curricular classed were also implemented during the previous academic year (2019/2020). 48 
teachers from six (6) secondary schools from City of Skopje (Boro Petrushevski, Arseni Jovkov, 
Zdravko Cvetkovski, Brakja Miladinovci, Dimitar Vlahov and Josip Broz Tito) implemented 1398 joint 
curricular classes in different subjects (vocational and general). 1143 joint curricular classes were 
implemented with physical presence of students, while 255 joint classes were implemented online 
through Zoom, due to Covid-19 and closure of schools. City of Skopje recognizes teachers’ efforts 
and these teachers’ implementers received special awards and recognitions for their contribution and 
active participation in promoting IIE through regular implementation of joint curricular classes with 
students from different languages of instruction, by the Mayor of City of Skopje, Mr. Petre Shilegov.  
 

Long-term extracurricular activities in school  
 The process of defining the list of schools for implementation of long-term extracurricular activities 

continued. Hence, the component team organized a coordination meeting and finalized the process of 
selection of new schools for implementation of online activities. 

  

 

 
Strengthening democratic culture & civic behaviors activities 

  

Working groups for developing guidelines  for implementation online lessons and extracurricular activities 
 The members of the working groups worked on their assigned parts of the documents and submitted 

initial versions, after which the contents were reviewed by other working group members who provided 
both written and verbal feedback during online meetings. Each working group held three online 
meetings to discuss the specific details of the developed documents, as well as provide instructions on 
how to further develop the material. The structure of both documents was agreed upon and the 
content is actively being developed. Both documents are expected to be finalized, approved and 
published by BDE during December. 

 Working group for development of the guideline for online lessons: The document with instructions 
for online lessons includes parts on planning distance classes, functionalities of the national 
platform, didactics, methods and techniques relevant to conducting online classes, assessment, 
motivation and Social and Emotional Learning (SEL), as well as part on joint online classes with 
students from different languages of instruction. The component team compiled and edited the 
pre-final version of the document for online lessons, which was shared with the relevant 
stakeholders for feedback.  

 Working group for development of the guideline for implementation of online extracurricular 
activities: The document with instructions for distance extracurricular activities includes separate 
sections on student clubs, student actions, one-day workshops and student participation and 
organizing. The component team compiled and edited the pre-final version of the document for 
extracurricular activities, which, after being approved by the working group members at the 
beginning of December, will be shared with stakeholders for feedback.   

 

Working Group for secondary school CivEd - activity for developing the Guide for secondary 
school CivEd teachers 
 The contents for modules 4 and 5 of the secondary school CivEd Guide were approved by BDE, 

proofread, translated, and sent to be graphically designed. They will be incorporated in the Guide, 
shared with teachers and uploaded on the BDE’s web page at the beginning of December.   

 

http://mk.mcgo.org.mk/vesti/nastavnici-od-srednite-ucilista-od-grad-skopje-ucestvuvaa-na-obuka-za-realizacija-na-zaednicki-casovi-preku-ucenje-na-dalecina/
http://sq.mcgo.org.mk/lajme/mesimdhenes-te-shkollave-te-mesme-nga-qyteti-i-shkupit-moren-pjese-ne-trajnimin-per-realizimin-e-oreve-te-perbashketa-permes-nxenies-ne-distance/
http://www.mcgo.org.mk/news/teachers-from-secondary-schools-in-the-city-of-skopje-participated-in-training-for-conducting-joint-classes-through-distance-education/
https://skopje.gov.mk/mk/vesti/2019/04-11-2020-dodeleni-priznanija-nagradi-ucesnici-proektot-zaednicki-casovi/
https://skopje.gov.mk/mk/vesti/2019/04-11-2020-dodeleni-priznanija-nagradi-ucesnici-proektot-zaednicki-casovi/


Working Group for secondary school CivEd – activity for CivEd teacher trainings  
 Four (4) training sessions on the third modular unit of the secondary school CivEd curriculum were 

held in the first half of November. The trainings were attended by 70 CivEd teachers and lasted for 
2.30 hours. The trainings covered the implementation of four (4) activities outlined in the Teachers 
Guide through synchronous and asynchronous teaching and learning activities. The last session of the 
training for teachers will cover the fourth and fifth modular units of the curriculum and is planned to 
happen during the second week of December. The working group members who will conduct the last 
training session, with input by the project team, have developed the training materials and worksheets. 
Secondary school CivEd teachers were informed about the dates for the third training session and are 
expected to register for the dates which suit them best. 

 

Digital campaign for promoting CivEd Concept 
 In coordination with the Communications Coordinator, the Component team developed a promotional 

campaign on the main points of the CivEd Concept, taking place during November and December 
through weekly social media posts. The campaign started with a short video from the online event held 
in October, where the new CivEd Concept was promoted and good teaching practices were 
discussed with teachers and students. Three (3) additional posts were already published in November 

(1 video and 2 textual banners), while the following three are planned for December.  
 

Engaging International Consultants for Civic Ethos 
 The project team worked on adapting the assessment methodology developed by the international 

consultants, as well as developing a piloting plan for the documents. Once fully adapted for use in 
Macedonian and Albanian language, the assessment methodology will be piloted by a small sample of 
teachers and BDE advisors in December and January. The feedback from the piloting will be used for 
finalizing the documents and preparing the training by the international consultants.   

  

 

 
Incentives to schools - Renovations  

  

School renovations 
 Technical acceptances of the completed activities for installation of new windows in PS Elpida 

Karamandi in Municipality of Bitola; installation of a new heating system in PS Rametula Ameti in 
Municipality of Zelino; installation of new heating system in PS “Sv. Kiril i Metodij” in Municipality of 
Kocani; reconstruction of school building of satellite school in v. Radovo in PS “Sv. Kiril i Metodij” in 
Municipality of Bosilovo and installation of new floors and windows in SS Gjorce Petrov in Municipality 
of Kavadarci, were organized by the component team in the presence of representatives of the 
contractor, supervisor, school principal and municipality. 

 Reconstruction activities for installation of new floors in PS “Murat Labunishti” from v. Labunishta in 
Municipality of Struga; reconstruction of gym, installation of new windows, doors and floors in PS 
Hristijan Todorovski Karpos in v. Dragomance, Municipality of Staro Nagoricane; reconstruction of the 
school yard fence in PS Mirce Acev in the Municipality of Gjorce Petrov and installation of new heating 
system in PS Josip Broz Tito in the Municipality of Valandovo are on-going. 

 In the PS Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, the reconstruction of the roof has not started yet. As this 
building is a protected real estate cultural heritage, its reconstruction requires approval from the Office 
for Protection of Cultural Heritage which the municipality should provide prior to the start of renovation 
works. 

 In PS Nikola Vapcarov in Municipality of Strumica, the installation of new floors cannot be done during 
the school year due to the protocols according to which the school works, so this project will be 
realized during the winter holidays. 

 


